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HACKED 
Mission Statement

“To identify talent, raise Cyber 
security awareness and develop future 

professionals for the Cyber security 
industry”
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An awareness campaign to help schools, parents, councils etc. 
enabling them to identify the red  flags displayed by someone 
being drawn into cybercrime.

History
YouTube, browser search, favourites, 
chat, apps, wireless, programming history

Application
Kali's dragon, tor's onion / worldmap, 
Wireshark fin, Cain, Commandine 

Communications
Forums, emails, chat groups, IRC, 
telegram, wickr 

Keywords 
VPN, Keyloggers, DDoS, proxy, pwned 
(owned), shell'd, dox'd, phished, bitcoin

Everyday Behaviour 
Socially isolated, irregular sleep patterns, 
unexplained money, strong political views

Deception 
Screen switching, multiple accounts, lies

Objectives Outcomes
Identify young people getting involved
with cyber-crime though the people 
around them.
Educate young people about the
dangers of cyber-crime.
Rehabilitate young people who have
been involved with cyber-crime

Stop young people being drawn into
cybercrime.
Create the urgently needed cyber
professionals of the future.
Strengthen cyber security awareness and
activities in UK businesses.

HACKED Awareness 
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HISTORY

You can learn a lot about a person by their search history and 
browsing history – are they browsing hacking forums? Are they 
looking at exploit databases and tutorials? Are they subscribing 
to Zero day newsletters?
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YouTube Browser searches 

Favourites Browser extensions

One way someone can learn to hack is 
through YouTtube. Watching tutorials is 

a quick and easy way to gain knowledge; 
there are how-to videos available on 

network scanning, phishing and more.

Commonly used by individuals learning 
to hack Cain & Abel, Hover Zoom, 
Hackbar and , Marauders Map are 

just some of the apps used to exploit 
vulnerabilities, scan networks and find 
which ports could be open in a certain 

business

If you notice coding websites such 
as ‘PHP’ or ‘Python’ this could be an 
indication that they are interested in 

the darker side of the web. This needs 
changing.

Searches such as ‘How to hack’ or 
‘Download Tor’ are a clear sign that 

someone is interested in hacking. 
Although they might not have started 
experimenting yet, spotting these in a 

person’s history is one of the first signs of 
concern.

H
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APPLICATIONS

All hackers tend to all use the same, generic tools. Noticing any 
of the following is enough to give us a call. Keep an eye out for 
these names and logos.
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Tor Wireshark
One of the top programs to look out 

for; this browser software enables and 
supports anonymous communication. 

Tor directs all traffic through a worldwide 
network consisting of 7000+ relays to 

hide a person’s geographic location. This 
is the browser used to access the ‘Dark 

Web’ also known as the Deep Web. i2p, 
Tails, SubgraphOS, Freenet and Freepto 
are also popular programs.  While Ddark 

wweb pages may look strikingly similar to 
‘normal’ web -pages, the URL in the top 

bar is a give away. 

A free, open-source packet analyser that 
is commonly used for network analysis 

– however, in the wrong hands, this tool
can be a powerful utility. With the right

knowhow Wireshark can be used to gain 
enough information about networks to 

successfully plan an attack.

A

Tor 
logo

WireShark 
Desktop

WireShark
logo

Tor 
Taskbar
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IRC

Bitcoin

One of the oldest forms of instant 
messaging. mIRC and HexChat 
are some of the most popular IRC 
clients, most commonly used for 
communications between hackers or 
great collections of infected PCs, known 
as ‘Botnets’. IRC can however have 
legitimate uses; for example the white-
hat community and legacy gamers often 
use IRC for legacy gaming. 

One of many cryptocurrencies that 
can be used online for the purchase of 
various items, not all illegitimate. With 
the astounding number of different 
bitcoin wallets available it is always 
advisable to ask what the intended use is 
before assuming illegal activity. 

A

Bitcoin
Knots

GreenBits Mycelium BitGo Green 
Adress

Coinomi Coin.Space Simple 
Coin

Bitcoin
Core

Electrum mSIGNA Bitcoin 
Wallet

breadwallet Bither
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Zenmap
Used to scan locations online the user 

can input a specific IP address and 
specify the type of scan; on commencing 

of the scan it is possible to open ports, 
vulnerabilities, services running and 

more. Through Zenmap it is easy for 
an aspiring hacker to step into the dark 
world of black-hat hacking. Exploits can 

easily be found for specific vulnerabilities 
by searching online.

If you spot this logo on a young person’s 
computer, certainly talk to them about it.

A

Zenmap
logo
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Cain & Abel
Remember the fate of Cain & Abel 
from the bible story? Well this software 
doesn’t have a happy ending either - A 
definite red flag if found on a young 
person’s computer. Initially created as a 
helpful tool to recover lost passwords, 
more often than not Cain & Abel is used 
maliciously to crack passwords and 
decrypt protected information. It can also 
be used to break the wireless encryption 
used on some access points, allowing 
unadulterated access to a wireless 
system. Noticing these logos would be 
a definite way to tell if the young person 
is meddling with tools that are capable 
of compromising systems; certainly 
an offensive weapon in the black-hat’s 
arsenal. Doesn't get used as much, but 
still relevant.

A

Cain & Abel
logo
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Wireless Compromise Tools
Used to compromise wireless access 

points without the password. Many can 
break older WEP encryptions still widely 
used scan for hidden wireless networks 

and a few of the tools are able to mimic 
a real access point and collect user data. 
Often tools have multiple uses, and form 
a suite when used together. Look out for 

signs of the following:

These programs means some dabbling has been done with 
compromising or scanning wireless networks. While this could 

just be an idle curiosity, certainly talk to the young person if 
these programs are present on their computer. 

• Aerosol,
• Aircrack-ng,
• airfart,
• airjack,
• airsnarf,
• airtraf,
• AP Hopper,
• AP Hunter,
• AP Radar,
• asleap,
• bsd-airtools,
• ClassicStumbler,
• CoWF/Warglue,
• FakeAP,
• gpsd,
• iStumbler,

• Kismet,
• Radiate,
• MacStumbler,
• MiniStumbler,
• Mognet,
• NetStumbler,
• ssidsniff,
• wavemon,
• Wellenreiter,
• WepAttack,
• WepLab,
• WEPWedgie,
• WiFiFoFum,
• WiFiScanner,
• WiStumbler,
• wscan

A
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VirtualBox

VMWare

Microsoft 
Hyper-V

Kali Linux
 linux-based OS (Operating System) 
which includes many of the previously 
mentioned Applications. Used for 
penetration testing, compromising 
networks, decryption cracking and 
more - free and available online for 
anyone to download. While many other 
tools require background knowledge, 
some can be used with minimal prior 
understanding. As this is an Operating 
System, much like Windows 10 or 
Windows XP, it can be a little more 
complicated to spot, in order to run Kali 
Linux a separate space on the hard-drive 
to the ‘default’ operating system, or a 
virtual machine is required—essentially 
a whole computer system inside the 
memory of the host machine. The 
former may be much easier to notice, 

A

upon starting up the machine the 
computer will give the option to boot 
into a specific Operating System, merely 
seeing the option for Kali in the list 
at this stage will confirm its presence. 
The “Virtual machine” option may be 
hosted on a variety of virtual machine 
software, the most popular are VMWare, 
OracleVirtualBox. Virtual Machines are 
used extensively in the IT world for a 
range of legitimate reasons, owning 
the software alone is not enough to 
convict the young person of potential 
cybercrime. 

Other things to look out for are the ‘Kali 
dragon’ desktop background and left 
aligned desktop icons.
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COMMUNICATIONS

If you notice any suspicious activity on a young person’s 
computer such as browsing suspicious forums, using foreign 

chatrooms, emailing others with random links or receiving odd 
emails, then they may be part of the dark web.
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Dark Web Forums
There is a strong hacking community 
on the dark web with forums being the 
main way for users to share information 
Darkode, HELL, HackCommunity, 
FinnishCarders, Digital Gangsters to 
name a few - If you notice any of these 
names on a young person’s computer 
then he/she may seeking membership 
to an inappropriate forum. Many forums 
are hosted by professional hackers who 
profit from illegal online activities and 
influence young people Forums are often 
‘invite only’ with an many as 5 invitations 
necessary to gain access; therefore by 
the time someone gains membership to 
a forum they have already had significant 
communication with other hacking 
individuals. 

Although there are many negative 
reasons for involvement in these 
forums they can be a powerful tool 
for legitimate businesses to conduct 
research. For example, if an expensive 
and sophisticated piece of malware is put 
up for sale then antivirus manufacturers 
may need to update their database; 
similarly if millions of user records appear 
for sale it could be an indicator that a 
major company has been breached and 
requires immediate patching. If used 
in the right context, the dark web can 
provide an early warning system and/or 
an indicator of a an early warning system 
and/or an indicator of a breach. 

C

La Communauté 
Libre logo

Worm 
logo
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Email

Emails to look out for: 

Did you know? 

While it may feel like a major invasion 
of privacy, if you suspect that a young 
person is participating in cyber crime 

activity reading through their emails can 
give a clear indication their involvement 

and ultimately help to keep them safe. 
For parents and guardians reading emails 
without your child’s permission is the last 

thing you would want to do, however 
when all other options have been 

exhausted this could provide absolute 
confirmation. 

Riseup, protonmail

Confirmation emails for registrations on 
various hacking forums (typically these 

emails are from non-dark web sites, but 
not always), Receipts from purchase 

Order confirmations, potentially even 
“You missed a message from x” emails.

Should all other options prove 
inconclusive keep in mind the following: 

Everyone is entitled to privacy, regardless 
of age. Approach the subject in a 

concerned manner - regardless of the 
result, accusations are likely to stifle 

communications and create a defensive 
response. 

Ransomware is typically distributed by email. Simply checking 
the sender’s address before opening any attachments can 
often prevent the system from being infected. Even if the email 
seems legitimate, it could still be from an illegitimate source—if 
in doubt check the sender by moving your mouse cursor over 
the address field.

C
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Chats, Groups and IRC

Telegram,Wickr, XMPP, crypto-
cat, frozen chat, signal etc.

After noticing suspicious icons and 
activity, you may want to look further 
into the online activities of your the 
young person. If you can gain access 
to these chats (or shoulder surf to view 
them discreetly) then you may be able to 
glean some information of their activities 
online, keeping in mind the words from 
the Keywords section - Again, we do not 
recommend this as a first action. 

Some hacking groups may use Facebook, 
but more commonly online conversations 
between friends discussing methods, 
tools, devices and websites will be the 
cause for concern. 

Totally anonymous communication. 
Where as many instant messaging clients 
can easily be compromised Telegram 
and Wickr remain a place for complete 
secrecy. Governments in particular have 
gained access to other messengers 
are via the encryption protocols used 
for the messages however these sites 
remain unbroken and untampered by 
governments across the world, leading 
to an increased usage of the service by 
those wishing to evade detection and 
maintain anonymity. Again the use of 
these does not necessarily indicate cyber 
crime, it could simply be a sign that the a 
young person is taking extra precautions 
to keep their personal data safe. 

C

WICKR
logo

Telegram
logo
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KEY WORDS

You can find if a young person is part of the dark side of 
the web by their keywords. This is because there is a lot of 

specialised vocabulary within the dark web itself, words such as 
Bitcoin, Phishing, DDoS etc. Can be used to tell if that young 

person is using the dark web or into hacking.
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Bitcoin

Phished

DDoS - Distributed Denial of 
Service attackVirtual, online currency with no physical 

objects, besides the devices used to 
access the accounts and send funds. 
All currency is stored online and is 
completely untraceable once sent. 

‘Phishing’, along with ‘Sspearphishing’, 
is a type of social-engineering through 
email that aims to gather data from a 
wide range of users. Most spam emails 
can be categorised as phishing emails, by 
pretending to be emails from legitimate 
senders they present a link to a fake 
site to gather personal information. 
For example, an email from “‘your W”’ 
requesting the financial reports from 
last year, if undetected could result in 
an untrusted source gaining access to 
sensitive financial information including 
bank account details for your company’s 
employees.

A DDoS is a way to bring a server, user 
or website down for an indeterminate 
amount of time by constant requesting 
information from it stopping legitimate 
users from accessing the website.

K

Bitcoin
logo
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VPN - Virtual Private Network

Shell’d

Keyloggers

A method of transmitting data across the 
internet entirely securely and safely. VPNs 

have many uses and using them alone 
shouldn’t raise too many alarm bells. As 

well as to ensure online secrecy VPNs are 
used in the gaming community to enable 

play with multiple players in different 
locations. Something to be aware of but 

on its own is no cause for concern.

Users with access to the Sshell are able 
to override operating systems in order 
to execute any commands they want, 

including payloads and commands that 
may further compromise the system.

Usually hidden on a computer to log 
every action that the user makes. For 

example, logging any key typed in order 
to capture passwords, usernames, email 

addresses. More complex keyloggers 
can also take screenshots, record mouse 

movement, even record microphone 
and webcam input, and send the data 

remotely to an external server.

K
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Proxy

Botnet

Doxxed

Used to masks your IP address meaning 
the user cannot be traced back to the 
physical home address. Proxies can also 
be used to bypass filters such as an adult 
content filter.

A large web of devices typically infected 
with the same malware. Botnets have the 
power to bring down medium to large 
websites and are easily rented from the 
dark web for surprisingly low amounts 
of money. The largest botnet contained 
450,000 infected PCs, many of which had 
users unaware their PC was taking part in 
illegal activities.

A contraction of “Documents”. In this 
context it can be used to search for 
personal information. For example, 
home address, phone number, first 
and last name, pictures of them, most 
visited sites etc. Someone who has been 
doxed typically has this information 
posted publicly, as a way to humiliate or 
potentially even endanger them.

K

Web Proxy 
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EVERYDAY
BEHAVIOUR

You can learn a lot from everyday behaviour. From a person’s 
browsing history to their sleeping schedule – behaviour can say 
a lot. However, you need to know what exactly it is you need to 

keep an eye out for. There is a list of things to watch out for. 
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Screen switching and flashing

Socially isolated

Strange sleep schedule

Upon entering their room does their 
screen flash instantly? Do they instantly 
change the tab? Or minimise their 
window? This is a major tell tale sign of 
an aspiring hacker with something to 
hide.

Has someone you know suddenly started 
removing their pictures or stopped 
posting on social media? Have they 
stopped going out with friends to stay 
inside on their computer talking to 
‘friends’?

An irregular sleeping pattern could be 
a result of spending excessive amounts 
of time on the computer, and staying 
up to late. However, it also could be a 
strategy disguise their time zone to hide 
their real identity and location from other 
hackers, a form of OpSec. If someone 
is up throughout the night and chooses 
to sleep chances are, they’re doing 
something they don’t want others to see.

E
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DECEPTION

Deception, more commonly known as ‘OpSec’, ‘disinfo’ or 
‘misinfo’, is when a person takes precautions to make sure their 
true intentions are not revealed. Whether it be in person, acting 
like they know nothing about computers, and just play games – 

to hiding their IP address online. It is all a disguise.
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Multiple accounts you can’t 
access

They constantly switch to boss 
screens when you walk in the 
room

Lots of people have multiple email and 
social media accounts, however if a 
person uses programs to encrypt their 
usernames and passwords in order to 
hide them in plain sight this is a cause for 
concern. 

“Boss screens” are fake screens, often 
mimicking legitimate spreadsheets and 
school projects, that can quickly replace 
whatever the computer user is truly 
doing but keep an eye out as they rarely 
change.

D

Boss Key 
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Their (technical) secrecy is off 
the charts

Are they resistant to what they 
do online

Everybody wants to have 100% in 
confidentiality in theirthere online 

activities, whether sending emails or 
sharing folders we all aim  to ensure our 

information doesn’t fall into the wrong 
hands. However, additional lengths such 
as deleting browser history to hide what 

they have been viewing, or even use a 
VPN (Virtual Private Network) to help 

hide themselves should be questioned.

Most people are pretty resistant to 
talking about what they do online, 

especially teenagers. Whether criminal 
or not, as a parent often the response 

you get to questions such as ”What are 
you up to?” is something along the lines 
of “Stuff. Things. Go away. You wouldn’t 

understand”. Persevere, take and 
interest; open up conversations with your 
children even if you feel you have nothing 

to worry about.

D
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What to do now?

1. Approach with positivity 

2. Advise

3. Contact us 

4. Encourage 

5. Support 

Acknowledge their skill level and talent. 
“You’re really good at this.”

It is vital that you have the right approach once you potentially 
identify that someone is involved in illegal online activity.
  

Tell them about the HACKED 
programme. “You know there’s a place 
you can do that”

We’ll be able to determine if they’re 
involved with online criminal activity 

Gently encourage them to attend the 
HACKED programme. 

Give them ongoing support through the 
programme. 



@HACKED_UK 

WWW.HACKED.ORG.UK
INFO@HACKED.ORG.UK

01752 724 000

@HACKED_UK 

HACKED UK 




